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‘Have you read the small print?’ 
Challenges and ethics of Technology Enhanced Learning in 
Higher Education 
 
Hilary Cunliffe-Charlesworth and Chris Hall 
Department of Media Arts and Communications  
Sheffield Hallam University 
Backstory 
 
● The UK government has promoted the use of 
social media in education: Changing the Learning 
Landscape 
 
● A project led by two SHU staff - High Noon 
looked at the use of social media for induction of 
first year students at university 
 
● The promotion of the use of Technology 
Enhanced Learning in Higher Education continues 
to grow. 
 
 
 
 
Backstory 
 
● Today we are in Court to resolve a dispute 
between two sides 
 
● The petitioner Christopher Hall represents 
academics who are being asked to use social 
media in their teaching 
 
● The respondent is Hilary Cunliffe-Charlesworth 
who represents the university position 
 
‘Christopher you have brought this petition because 
you consider that unreasonable pressure is being 
placed on staff to use social media in their teaching?’ 
Mental Health 
 
‘So to what extent do you use social media in your 
home life? Do you find it useful? ’ 
 
‘Do I take from what you say you have  considerable 
experience in using social media and have read a 
considerable literature around the topic?’ 
Facebook 
 
‘Hmm the commodification of students’ 
‘What are these environmental concerns?’ 
Environmental costs 
Global Wars 
If we all use the same social media how is this educational? 
 
‘Hilary you also and academic – what roles have you 
held at the university? 
 
‘So what does LTA and Quality mean?’ 
 
‘Why does the university recommend social media for 
teaching?  I thought you had problems stopping your 
students using social media in class!’ 
 
‘How do you know that students (or staff) are aware 
of these social media policy?’ 
 
‘So do you use social media?’ 
 
‘So you encourage students to use social media to get 
jobs….I have looked at your LinkedIn site and to be 
quite frank it is pathetic. ’ 
 
‘So what advice do you give to students regarding the 
use of social media?’ 
 
‘ 
 
This is the Social Media Policy Judge 
 
‘And have YOU read all the terms and conditions for 
Facebook?’ 
‘And I see you also produce information for students... and 
Using social media for learning asks about what you want to 
achieve and to be strategic..these area apply equally to staff 
and students?” 
‘Now Christopher, you by bringing this case before us would 
indicate that you have evidence to support your claim’   
‘Baroness Susan Greenfield- who is she?’   
Greenfield’s thesis 
Digital natives have grown up with no alternatives to 
social networks, digital lives and gaming 
 
Identity sharding affects our behaviour - a recognised 
phenomenon 
 
 
  
 
‘Hilary what evidence do you have against these 
claims?’ 
Effects Theory  
Media Effects or hypodermic syringe- transmission theory 
 
That the media (message and mode of transmission) 
directly impact on the audience. Discredited by Gauntlett 
(1998) and Cumberpatch (2003) 
 
‘Cumberpatch - not the actor Cumberbatch. But what 
is this leading to?’ 
Against Greenfield  
British Medical Journal 2015 
Vaughan Bell,  Dorothy VM Bishop and Andrew K Przybyski  editorial 
 
The debate over digital technology and young people 
- where is the evidence? 
 
 
‘And how do you respond to Christopher’s other 
concerns, for example the ethical and environmental 
arguments? 

Modernising higher education  
Changing the Learning Landscape 
Students  
NUS and Graduate Outcomes 
‘Christopher - can you provide final comments please?’   
The Cost  
You pay  
to access social media 
Discriminates 
Social media increases social division 
Internet cables,  satellites,  power connections - all vulnerable 
When JANET  is poorly….  
 
‘Christopher thank your for your final evidence 
Hilary thank you for your contribution’ 
 
‘Audience I ask you to consider what you have heard, 
and to take this evidence forward with your own 
thoughts and discussions’ 
Questions 
If as we predict, more criticism of social networking continues, 
will governments start to regulate it? 
 
How does social media contribute to the construction of reality? 
 
What is the purpose of education today? 
 
Who owns social media? 
 
